Some recent techniques in the uniform asymptotic expansions of integrals are used to obtain an expansion for a function related to the exponential function. This function is associated with Ramanujan, Watson, Copson, and Buckholtz. The results obtained complement those given by Buckholtz.
Qk(z) is a polynomial of degree k with positive integer coefficients, and fa(z) is the characteristic function of the set K = {z/\z\ > 1 and \zex~z\ < 1}, see Figure 1 . Furthermore, Buckholtz proved that this expansion holds uniformly in the region where dfc(z) > e > 0, dx(z) being the distance from z to the set K. In particular, for z = -1, it yields result of Copson [4] . As z -► 1, each of the coefficients uk(z) in (1.2) become unbounded. On the other hand, 00.
(M) W-f( §)'-î-*ïK + 0:(;j)' » This approximation of ^"(1) is associated with a very elegant result communicated by Ramanujan to Hardy and later discussed at length by Watson [10] . Buckholtz remarks that in view of (1.2) and (1.3), Ramanujan's approximation is a considerably more singular result than it would otherwise appear. Apart from the fact that the expansion (1.2) is not valid at z = 1, we note that it is also discontinuous across the curve C, the boundary of K and that the curve C passes through the point z = 1. In this note we obtain an asymptotic expansion of S"(z) that holds uniformly in a neighborhood of z = 1. In particular, we investigate how the behavior of S"(z) changes across the curve C in that neighborhood. By the foregoing discussion we should expect z = 1 to be a singular point of the expansion. Consequently, the expansion is a generalized asymptotic expansion rather than an expansion of the Poincaré type. As in Watson [10] and Wong [11] , we start with an integral representation of S"(z). By using the integral form of the remainder,
By another change of variable,
The change from the z-to the a-plane makes the discussion much simpler later on. The point z = 1 corresponds to a -0. Therefore, we want the asymptotic expansion of the integral (1.6) in the neighborhood of a = 0. Let
Since y/'(v) = 1 -ea~v , y/"(v) = ea~v, it follows that y/(v) has a simple saddle point at v = a. As a -> 0, the two critical points v -a and v = 0, that is, the saddle point and an end of the interval of integration, coalesce. A uniform asymptotic expansion of such an integral is obtained by first reducing it to the standard form given by Bleistein [2] . However, after the standard form has been achieved, different techniques can be used to obtain the asymptotic expansion (see, for example, [9] [10] [11] ). We use a technique developed recently in [7, 8] . This not only provides the expansion coefficients explicitly, but also simplifies the discussion of the nature of expansion. We would like to emphasize two points regarding the asymptotic expansion given here. The first is that the singularity of the expansion is restricted to a single multiplicative factor; considering the fact that Bleistein's technique is applicable, this is not really surprising. The second is that the expansion holds for all z except the negative real axis. In view of the expansion given by Buckholtz, this is rather surprising. In §2, after some preliminary discussion, we state the main result. The proof is given in § §3 and 4.
Main result
Before we can state our main result precisely, we need to reduce (1.6) to the standard form. Let
In (2.2) the principal branch of the square root function is taken. Furthermore, b is chosen so that the saddle point v = a in the v -plane corresponds to the saddle point w -b in the loplane. Now the mapping (2.1) can be given as
Again, we take the principal branch of the function. Thus w -b ~ v -a when »-»a. By (2.1),
The point v = a is a regular point of the transformation given by (2.3). In fact, it can be shown that the mapping w = w(v -a) is one to one and maps the strip \Im(v -a)\ < n conformally on to a certain region in the w-plane. Let H"(b) is related to the complementary incomplete error function. The standard form of the integral mentioned earlier is given in (2.6), but (2.8) is more convenient for deriving the asymptotic expansion. G(w) is analytic in the region, which in the W = w -è-plane, is shown as region D' (see Figure 3) . Now we expand G(w) in terms of the polynomials Pk(w), which are defined as follows: Qin Po(w)=l, Pl(w) = w, P'k(w) = (w -b)Pk-2(w), Pk(0) = 0, k = 2,3,.... These polynomials are discussed in a more general form in [7, 8] . Since G(w) is analytic in the region that includes the origin, we can write (2.12) G(w) = J2 ckPk(w), ck = ck(b). We will prove that the bound for E2n(z , «) given in (2.19) holds uniformly in z , z G il. Without loss of generality we may assume that il = {z/| argz| < ti -ô and A-1 < |z| < Á} . Then | Rea| < InA and | Ima| < n -ô . Denote this set by il' and let il" = f(il') so that -b belongs to il". Since / maps the real F-axis onto the real W-axis, il" is symmetric about the real U'-axis. Now we use some recent results concerning the polynomials Pk and the associated functions </>k . By [7, (7.5 ) and (7.6) with y = 0], (2.17) can be written as follows:
We can replace the line of integration in the last integral by the contours C\ and C2 where C\ is the straight line segment joining -b = -a -ix and -o + iO and C2 is the halfline x = Re W > -a . Let us assume for the present that 2>NR2N is bounded on C\ and C2. Then In each case, the implied constant is independent of b. By (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain (2.19). To complete the proof we need to show that 3)NR2N(W + b) is indeed bounded for all W on C\ and C2. Again, we use the technique developed in [8] . By [8, (6. A similar bound holds for the integral along C4. Since \ is bounded for z £ il, by (4.11), |7| < M'"(m, y) for some constant M'". This completes the proof.
